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We introduce iteration schemes for families of nonexpansive mappings in
Hilbert spaces, and prove that the iterates converge strongly to common fixed
points of the mappings. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let H be a real Hilbert space, and let C be a nonempty closed convex
subset of H. A mapping T of C into itself is said to be nonexpansive, if
5 5 5 5Tx y Ty F x y y for each x , y g C.
 .For a mapping T of C into itself, we denote by F T the set of fixed points
of T. We also denote by N and Rq the set of positive integers and
  .4 qnonnegative real numbers, respectively. A family S t of mapping oft g R
C into itself is called a nonexpansive semigroup of C, if it satisfies the
following conditions:
 .  .  .  . q1 S t q t x s S t S t x for each t , t g R and x g C;1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .2 S 0 x s x for each x g C;
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 .  .3 for each x g C, t ¬ S t x is continuous;
 . 5  .  . 5 5 5 q4 S t x y S t y F x y y for each t g R and x, y g C.
w xBaillon 1 proved the first nonlinear ergodic theorem: Let C be a
nonempty bounded convex closed subset of a Hilbert space H and let T be
a nonexpansive mapping of C into itself. Then, for an arbitrary x g C,
  .. n i 4`1r n q 1  T x converges weakly to a fixed point of T. Later,is0 ns0
w x   .4 qBaillon and Brezis 2 proved that if S t is a nonexpansive semi-Â t g R
 . s  . 4group on C, then 1rs H S t x dt converges weakly to a common fixed0 s) 0
 . qpoint of S t , t g R . Those results have been generalized by several
w xauthors; see, for instance, 5, 8 .
w xRecently, Wittmann 9 studied the following iteration scheme, which
w xhas first been considered by Halpern 4 ,
x s x g C ,0
x s a x q 1 y a Tx , n G 0, .nq1 nq1 nq1 n
 4 w x `where a sequence a in 0, 1 is chosen so that lim a s 0,  a sn nª` n ns1 n
` < < w x`, and  a y a - `; see also Reich 7 . Wittmann proved that forns1 nq1 n
 4any x g C, the sequence x converges strongly to the unique elementn
 .  .Px g F T , where P is the metric projection of H onto F T .
In this paper, we deal with the strong convergence to common fixed
points of families of nonexpansive mappings in a Hilbert space. We first
consider an iteration scheme for a finite commutative family T ; i si
41, 2, . . . , n of nonexpansive mappings and prove that the iterates converge
strongly to a common fixed point of the mappings T , i s 1, 2, . . . , n.i
Further we consider an iteration scheme for a nonexpansive semigroup
  . 4S t : t G 0 on C. Then we prove that the iterates converge strongly to a
 .common fixed point of the mappings S t , t G 0.
2. CONVERGENCE THEOREM FOR FINITE MAPPINGS
Let C be a closed convex subset of a Hilbert space H and let S, T be
nonexpansive mappings of C into itself such that ST s TS. Then we
consider the iteration scheme
x s x g C0
n2
i jx s a x q 1 y a S T x , n G 0, .  nq1 n n nn q 1 n q 2 .  . ks0 iqjsk
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 4 w xwhere a is a sequence in 0, 1 . We know from the Abel]Dini theoremn
that ` a s ` impliesns0 n
n
 4lim 1 y a s 0, m g N j 0 . . i
nª` ism
w xWe also know that a Hilbert space H satisfies Opial's condition 6 , i.e., if
 4a sequence x in H converges weakly to an element y of H and y / z,n
then
5 5 5 5lim inf x y y - lim inf x y z .n n
nª` nª`
LEMMA 1. Let C be a nonempty bounded closed con¨ex subset of a
Hilbert space H, and let S, T be a nonexpansi¨ e mappings of C into itself such
 4  .   .that ST s TS. For x g C and n g N j 0 , put G x s 2r n q 1 n qn
.. n i j2   S T x. Thenks0 iqjsk
lim sup G x y SG x s 0, .  .n n
nª` xgC
and
lim sup G x y TG x s 0. .  .n n
nª` xgC
5  .  .5Proof. We first prove lim sup G x y TG x s 0. By an ideanª` x g C n n
w x  4`  . nin 3 , for x : C and y s 1rl   x g C, with l si, j i, js0 n n ks0 iqjsk i, j n
 . .n q 1 n q 2 r2, we have
n n1 12 2 25 5 5 5 5 5y y ¨ s x y ¨ y x y y   n i , j i , j nl ln nks0 iqjsk ks0 iqjsk
for each ¨ g H. For x g C, put x s SiT j x and ¨ s Ty . Then we havei, j n
2
G x y TG x .  .n n
n1 2i j5 5s S T x y Ty  nln ks0 iqjsk
n1 2i j5 5y S T x y y  nln ks0 iqjsk
n n1 12 2k i j5 5 5 5s S x y Ty q S T x y Ty  n nl ln nks0 ks1 iqjsk , jG1
n1 2i j5 5y S T x y y  nln ks0 iqjsk
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n n1 12 2k jy1 i5 5 5 5F S x y Ty q T S x y y  n nl ln nks0 ks1 iqjsk , jG1
n1 2i j5 5y S T x y y  nln ks0 iqjsk
n ny11 12 2k i j5 5 5 5s S x y Ty q S T x y y  n nl ln nks0 ks0 iqjsk
n1 2i j5 5y S T x y y  nln ks0 iqjsk
n1 2k5 5s S x y Ty nln ks0
1 2i j5 5y S T x y y nln iqjsn
n1 2k5 5F S x y Ty nln ks0
2
F diam C , .
n q 2
 .  4where diam C is the diameter of C. So, we have, for each n g N j 0 ,
1r22
sup G x y TG x F diam C .  .  .n n  5n q 2xgC
and hence
lim sup G x y TG x s 0. .  .n n
nª` xgC
Similarly, we have
lim sup G x y SG x s 0. .  .n n
nª` xgC
Now we can prove a strong convergence theorem for two commutative
mappings in a Hilbert space.
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THEOREM 1. Let H be a Hilbert space, and let C be a nonempty closed
con¨ex subset of H. Let S and T be nonexpansi¨ e mappings of C into itself
 .  .  4`such that ST s TS and F S l F T is nonempty. Suppose that a :n ns0
w x0, 1 satisfies
 .1 lim a s 0 and,nª` n
 . `2  a s `.ns0 n
 4`Then, for an arbitrary x g C, the sequence x generated by x s x andn ns0 0
n2
i jx s a x q 1 y a S T x , n G 0 .  nq1 n n nn q 1 n q 2 .  . ks0 iqjsk
con¨erges strongly to a common fixed point Px of S and T , where P is the
 .  .metric projection of H onto F S l F T .
 .  . 5 5Proof. Let x g C and w g F S l F T . Putting r s x y w , then
the set
5 5 4D s y g H : y y w F r l C
is a nonempty bounded closed convex subset of C which is S, T-invariant
and contains x s x. So we may assume, without loss of generality, that0
S, T are the mappings of D into itself. Since P is the metric projection of
 .  .H onto F S l F T , we have
y y Px , x y Px F 0 for each y g F S l F T . .  .  .
  . .. n i j  4Let y s 2r n q 1 n q 2   S T x for each n g N j 0 .n ks0 ksiqj n
Then we have
lim sup y y Px , x y Px F 0. .n
nª`
In fact, assume that, for a positive real number r ,0
lim sup y y Px , x y Px ) r . .n 0
nª`
 4`  4`  4`Since y : D is bounded, there is a subsequence y of yn ns0 n is1 n ns0i
which converges weakly to some z g D and
y y Px , x y Px ) r . .n 0i
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w x  .  .By Lemma 1 and Opial's condition 6 , we have z g F S l F T . In fact,
if z / Sz, we have
5 5 5 5lim inf y y z - lim inf y y Szn ni iiª` iª`
5 5 5 5F lim inf y y Sy q Sy y Sz .n n ni i iiª`
5 5F lim inf y y z .niiª`
This is a contradiction. Therefore, we have z s Sz. Similarly, we have
z s Tz. So, we have
z y Px , x y Px F 0. .
 4On the other hand, since y converges weakly to z, we haveni
z y Px , x y Px G r . . 0
This is a contradiction. Hence we have
lim sup y y Px , x y Px F 0. .n
nª`
So, for e ) 0, there is n g N such thate
y y Px , x y Px F e , .n
and
2 5 5 2a x y Px F a en n
for each n G n . Hence we have, for n G n ,e e
5 5 2x y Pxnq1
2s a x q 1 y a y y Px .n 0 n n
2s a x y Px q 1 y a y y Px .  .  .n n n
2 22 25 5 5 5s a x y Px q 1 y a y y Px .  .n n n
q2a 1 y a y y Px , x y Px .  .n n n
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2n22 i jF 3a e q 1 y a S T x y Px .  . n n nn q 1 n q 2 .  . ks0 iqjsk
2n22 i j5 5F 1 y a S T x y Px q 3a e .  n n n 5n q 1 n q 2 .  . ks0 iqjsk
2n22 5 5F 1 y a x y Px q 3a e .  n n n 5n q 1 n q 2 .  . ks0 iqjsk
2 25 5s 1 y a x y Px q 3a e .n n n
5 5 2F 1 y a x y Px q 3a e . .n n n
5 5 2Putting a s x y Px , we haven n
a F 1 y a a q 3a e for each n G n . .nq1 n n n e
Then, we have
k
a F 3e q a 1 y a for each k ) n . .kq1 n i ee
isn q1e
 .From 2 , we have
k
lim 1 y a s 0. . i
kª` isn q1e
Therefore we have
lim sup a F 3e .k
kª`
Because e is an arbitrary positive number, we have
lim a s 0.k
kª`
Hence, we have
lim x s Px.n
nª`
This completes the proof.
Remark. We can easily generalize Theorem 1 for a finite commutative
family of nonexpansive mappings.
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 4mLet T be nonexpansive mappings of C into itself such that T T si is1 i J
m  .T T for each 1 F i, j F m and F F T is nonempty. Then, the se-j i is1 i
 4quence x generated by x s x g C andn 0
n1
i i1 mx s a x q 1 y a T ??? T x , n G 0, .  nq1 n n 1 m nln ks0 i q ??? qi sk1 m
 4m n m.converges strongly to a common fixed point of T , where l s  Ri is1 n is0 i
and Rm. is the positive integer of repeated combination.i
3. CONVERGENCE THEOREM FOR
NONEXPANSIVE SEMIGROUPS
  .4 qLet C be a closed convex subset of a Hilbert space H and let S t t g R
be a nonexpansive semigroup on C. Then we consider the iteration scheme
z s z g C ,0
1 tnz s b z q 1 y b S u z du, n G 0, .  .Hnq1 n n nt 0n
 4` w x  4`where b is a sequence in 0, 1 and t is a positive real divergentn ns0 n ns0
sequence.
To prove a strong convergence theorem for a nonexpansive semigroup,
we need the following lemma.
LEMMA 2. Let C be a nonempty bounded closed con¨ex subset of a
  .4 qHilbert space H, and let S t be a nonexpansi¨ e semigroup on C. Fort g R
 .  . t  .x g C and t ) 0, put F x s 1rt H S u x du. Thent 0
qlim sup F x y S s F x s 0 for each s g R . .  .  .t t
tª` xgC
Proof. Fix s g Rq and let t ) s. Then, for n g N, there is a nonnega-
 .  . .tive integer i such that trn i F s F trn i q 1 . Consequently wen n n
 . w x  4`have lim trn i s s. By an idea in 3 , for x : C and y snª` n i, n i, ns1 n
 . n1rn  x g C, we haveis1 i, n
n n1 12 2 25 5 5 5 5 5y y ¨ s x y ¨ y x y y n i , n i , n nn nis1 is1
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 . .  . .for each ¨ g H. For x g C, put x s S trn i x and ¨ s S trn i y .i, n n n
Then we have
2t
y y S i yn n n /n
n n1 12 25 5 5 5s x y ¨ y x y y i , n i , n nn nis1 is1
i nn1 12 25 5 5 5s x y ¨ q x y ¨ i , n i , nn nis1 isi q1n
n1 25 5y x y y i , n nn is1
2i ii nnn1 1 t t25 5s x y ¨ q S x y S y i , n n 5  5 /  /n n n nis1 isi q1n
n1 25 5y x y y i , n nn is1
2iyii nnn1 1 t25 5F x y ¨ q S x y y i , n n 5 /n n nis1 isi q1n
n1 25 5y x y y i , n nn is1
i nyin n1 12 25 5 5 5s x y ¨ q x y y i , n i , n nn nis1 is1
n1 25 5y x y y i , n nn is1
i nn1 12 25 5 5 5s x y ¨ y x y y i , n i , n nn nis1 isnyi q1n
in1 25 5F x y ¨ i , nn is1
inF diam C . .
n
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For e ) 0, from i rn F srt, there is a positive real number t such thatn 1
i sn 20 - diam C F diam C - e .  .
n t
for each t G t . Hence, we have1
t
y y S i y - en n n /n
for each t G t , n g N, and x g C. We also have that1
n n1 t 1 t t
lim y s lim S i x s lim S i x n  /  /n n t n nnª` nª` nª`is1 is1
1 t
s S u x du s F x .  .H tt 0
for each x g C. Hence, we have, for each x g C,
lim y y F x s 0. ) .  .n t
nª`
On the other hand, we have
t
F x y S s F x F F x y y q y y S i y .  .  .  .t t t n n n n /n
t t
q S i y y S i F x .n n n t /  /n n
t
q S i F x y S s F x .  .  .n t t /n
t
F 2 y y F x q y y S i y .n t n n n /n
t
q S i F x y S s F x .  .  .n t t /n
- 2 y y F x q e .n t
t
q S i F x y S s F x .  .  .n t t /n
 .  .for each t G t , n g N, and x g C. From ) and lim trn i s s, we1 nª` n
have
F x y S s F x F e .  .  .t t
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for each t G t and x g C. So, we have1
lim sup F x y S s F x s 0 .  .  .t t
tª` xgC
for each s g Rq.
Now we can prove a strong convergence theorem for a nonexpansive
semigroup in a Hilbert space.
THEOREM 2. Let H be a Hilbert space and let C be a nonempty closed
  .4 qcon¨ex subset of H. Let S t be a nonexpansi¨ e semigroup on C sucht g R
  ..  4`qthat F F S t is nonempty. Suppose that b satisfiest g R n ns0
 .1 lim b s 0, andnª` n
 . `2  b s `.ns0 n
 4`Then, for an arbitrary z g C, the sequence z generated by z s z andn ns0 0
1 tnz s b z q 1 y b S u z du, n G 0 .  .Hnq1 n n nt 0n
 . qcon¨erges strongly to a common fixed point Pz of S t , t g R , where P is the
  ..  4`qmetric projection of H onto F F S t and t is a positi¨ e realt g R n ns0
di¨ ergent sequence.
  .. 5 5qProof. For z g C and f g F F S t , put r s x y f and sett g R
5 5 4D s y g H : y y f F r l C.
Then D is a nonempty bounded closed convex subset of C which is
 .S t -invariant and contains z s z.0
  .4 qSo without loss of generality, we may assume S t is a nonexpan-t g R
sive semigroup on D. Since P is the metric projection of H onto
  ..qF F S t , we havet g R
y y Pz , z y Pz F 0 for each y g F qF S t . .  . .t g R
 . tn  .  4Let y s 1rt H S u z du for each n g N j 0 . Then we haven n 0 n
lim sup y y Pz , z y Pz F 0. .n
nª`
In fact, assume that, for a positive real number r ,0
lim sup y y Pz , z y Pz ) r . .n 0
nª`
 4`  4`  4`Since y : D is bounded, there is a subsequence y of yn ns0 n is1 n ns0i
which converges weakly to g g C and
y y Pz , z y Pz ) r . .n 0i
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As in the proof of Theorem 1, from Lemma 2 and Opial's condition, we
  ..qhave g g F F S t and hencet g R
g y Pz , z y Pz F 0. .
 4On the other hand, since y converges weakly to g, we haveni
g y Pz , z y Pz G r . . 0
This is a contradiction. Hence we have
lim sup y y Pz , z y Pz F 0. .n
nª`
So, for e ) 0, there is n g N such thate
y y Pz , z y Pz F e , .n
and
2 5 5 2b z y Pz F b en n
for each n G n . Therefore we have, for n G ne e
225 5z y Pz s b z y Pz q 1 y b y y Pz .  .  .nq1 n 0 n n
21 tn222 5 5s b z y Pz q 1 y b S u z y Pz du .  . .Hn n nt 0n
q 2b 1 y b y y Pz , z y Pz .  .n n n
21 tn2F 1 y b S u z y Pz du q 3b e .  .Hn n n 5t 0n
2 25 5F 1 y b z y Pz q 3b e .n n n
5 5 2F 1 y b z y Pz q 3b e . .n n n
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we have
5 5lim z y Pz s 0.n
nª`
This completes the proof.
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